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URL: http://asset.tltc.shu.edu:80/servlets/asset.AssetSurvey?surveyid=2016

Winter Storms Case Study 

This survey will be used to assess your understanding of the material presented in the 
Winter Storms Case Study as well as your thoughts on the technology used to deliver 
the presentation.

 

           

 
Please answer the questions below. Your answers will not be graded but will help us in 
making future case studies effective. Your responses will be anonymous.
 

  

1*. 
          

When working at a project or paper for class, I usually: (choose all that apply) 

Look at resources provided by my instructor or textbook to answer my 
question.

In addition to resources provided by my instructor and textbook, I Google 
the topic.

I ask fellow students how they are doing their research to brainstorm 
ideas.

In additon to provided materials, I also do a thorough investigation of 
library and internet resources.

  

2*. 
          

When initially working through the Winter Storms case study, the provided resources 
were: 

Not sufficient in number or topic.

Overwhelming and left me feeling frustrated.

Were overwhelming at first but I was able to successfully use them.

Were appropriate in amount and subject matter.
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3*. 
          

How did the role you played in the case define what material was important to you?

 

  

4*. 
          

When working in my professional group, my group members: 

Reviewed the resources by themselves and went off to do the project alone.

Initially investigated materials by themselves and then we regrouped to 
discuss.

Divided up the resources so that different group members reviewed 
different resources and then discussed.

Developed a strategy based on our individual strenghts to work effectively 
as a team to solve the issues.

  

5*. 
          

What are some of the challenges to group collaboration? How did you handle these 
situations?

 

  

6*. 
          

Did you find it easier to work in your professional group (i.e. emergency management) 
vs your case group? What are the differences?

 

  

7*. 
          

When working together in your case group, that stategies did you use to come to a final 
recommendation?
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8*. 
          

After meeting with your case group did you change your initial plan or 
recommendations formulated in your professional group? Please explain.

 

  

9.           
Did you experience any technology problems when working through this case? Please 
explain.

 

  

10*. 
          

Did you use the questions and answer tool available in Lecture 123 to consult with 
Professor Schoene? 

Yes

No

The question feature didn't work in Lecture 123

Didn't know you could

  

11*. 
          

These modules presented material in a case-based format that had ecological and 
financial implications for a number of people. How did this help you to learn the process 
of problem-solving and working collaboratively to solve an issue?

 

  

12.           
Other comments:
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